This paper discussed the Dirichlet problem for a p-Laplace equation with critial exponent.We prove existence of solutions using the fibering method introduced by Pohozaev and concentration compactness prinple.
Introduction
This paper discussed the Dirichlet problem for a p-Laplace equation with critial exponent. Equation involving critical exponent have been studied by various authors.Among other results,existence and non-existence theorems were obtained.They used the critical point theory in general.(see [1] [2]).Now in this paper,we transform the method and still get the existence of the above equation.Our main tool here is the so-called fibering method introduced and developed by Pohozaev.(see [3] - [5] ).
Our main result is the following: 
.We associate with f a functional f defined by
be a conditionally stationary point of the functiona
Then the point 
Main Results
Now we prove the existence of equation (1. 
.This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
